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1              JUDGE HAYNES:  Pursuant to the

2 direction of the Illinois Commerce Commission, I

3 now call Docket's 12-0603 and 12-0604.  These are

4 the proposed general rate increases for water

5 service for Apple Canyon Utility Company and Lake

6 Wildwood Utilities Corporation.

7                   May I have the appearances for

8 the record, please?

9              MR. SEIDEL:  Thank you.  W. Michael

10 Seidel for the law firm of Howard & Howard

11 Attorneys, PLLC, 200 South Michigan Avenue, Suite

12 1100, Chicago, Illinois 60604 appearing on behalf

13 of Lake Wildwood Utilities Corporation and Apple

14 Canyon Utility Company.

15              MR. BALOUGH:  Good afternoon.

16 Appearing on behalf of the Lake Wildwood

17 Association and Apple Canyon Lake Property Owner's

18 Association, Richard C. Balough, Balough Law

19 Offices, LLC, One North LaSalle Street, Suite

20 1910, Chicago, Illinois 60602.

21              MR. O'BRIEN:  Good afternoon.  On

22 behalf of the People of the State of Illinois,
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1 Timothy O'Brien, Office of the Illinois Attorney

2 General, 100 West Randolph, Floor 11, Chicago,

3 Illinois 60601.

4              MR. LANNON:  Appearing on behalf of

5 the staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission,

6 Mike Lannon, Kimberly Swan, 160 North LaSalle

7 Street, Suite C-800, Chicago, Illinois 60601.

8              JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you.  Is there

9 anything we need to talk about before we begin

10 with the companies witnesses?

11              MR. SEIDEL:  I have a brief matter

12 I'd like to discuss off the record.

13              JUDGE HAYNES:  Off the record?

14              MR. SEIDEL:  Yes.

15              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

16                   (Whereupon, a discussion was had

17                    off the record.)

18              JUDGE HAYNES:  Go ahead, Mr. Seidel.

19              MR. SEIDEL:  Thank you, your Honor.

20 I would like to call on behalf of the companies

21 our first witness Dimitry Neyzelman.

22              JUDGE HAYNES:  Good afternoon,
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1 Mr. Neyzelman.  Can you say your last name?

2              THE WITNESS:  Neyzelman.

3              JUDGE HAYNES:  Is your microphone

4 on?

5              THE WITNESS:  Now, it is.

6              JUDGE HAYNES:  Great.  Can you

7 please raise your right hand?

8 WHEREUPON:

9                 DIMITRY NEYZELMAN

10 called as a witness herein, having been first duly

11 sworn, deposeth and saith as follows:

12              JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you.

13              MR. SEIDEL:  Mr. Neyzelman submitted

14 direct testimony in both the Lake Wildwood and

15 Apple Canyon cases before they were consolidated.

16 He submitted surrebuttal testimony -- rebuttal

17 testimony and exhibits and surrebuttal testimony

18 and exhibits.

19                   I am going to identify all of

20 the exhibits that have been filed on E-docket and

21 then ask him questions regarding the whole package

22 rather than go through each exhibit as it was
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1 filed.

2                   The first exhibit that I'm going

3 to identify is what I'll refer to as Utilities

4 Exhibit 1.0 AC, which is the direct testimony of

5 Dimitry Neyzelman, which was filed in Docket

6 12-0603 on October 1st, which is a ten-page

7 document consisting of a cover page and nine

8 questions and answers.

9                   (Document marked as Utilities

10                    Exhibit No. 1.0 AC for

11                    identification.)

12              MR. SEIDEL:  We also filed on that

13 date what I'll refer to as Utilities Exhibit 1.1

14 AC, which are the Schedule's A through E that were

15 filed on E-docket on October 1st -- October 1st in

16 Docket 12-0603 and finally what I'll refer to as

17 Exhibit -- Utilities Exhibit 1.2 consisting of the

18 tariff pages that we filed in connection with our

19 filing on October 1st, 2012, in Docket 12-0603.

20                   Next, in Docket 12-0604, we

21 filed on behalf of Apple Canyon -- Lake Wildwood

22 Utilities Corporation before these cases were
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1 consolidated what I'll refer to as Utilities

2 Exhibit 1.0 LW, which is the prepared direct

3 testimony of Dimitry Neyzelman consisting of ten

4 pages of questions and answers and I don't

5 believe -- was there a cover page on that?  Yes,

6 there was.  It's ten pages including a cover page

7 and nine pages of question and answer.

8                   (Document marked as Utilities

9                    Exhibit No. 1.0 LW for

10                    identification.)

11              MR. SEIDEL:  That was filed on

12 October 1st, 2012, in Docket 12-0604.  At the same

13 time, we submitted what I'll refer to and identify

14 as Utilities Exhibit 1.1 LW, which are the

15 schedules referred to in Mr. Neyzelman's direct

16 testimony for Lake Wildwood and it consists of

17 seven pages of income statements and balance sheet

18 information.

19                   Finally, the third exhibit which

20 we filed on behalf of Lake Wildwood Corporation,

21 which I'll refer to and identify as Utilities

22 Exhibit 1.2 LW and that document consists of 45
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1 pages of tariff sheets, which were filed to

2 initiate the cases that have been consolidated.

3                   The next exhibit that we are

4 seeking to offer on behalf of the companies is

5 I'll refer to as and have identified as Utilities

6 Exhibit 2.0, which is the prepared rebuttal

7 testimony of Dimitry Neyzelman, which is a 17-page

8 document consisting of questions and answers.

9                   (Document marked as Utilities

10                    Exhibit No. 2.0 for

11                    identification.)

12              MR. SEIDEL:  In addition, in that

13 direct testimony Mr. Neyzelman refers to Utilities

14 Exhibit 2.0 Schedule 2.1 AC and Utilities Exhibit

15 2.0 Schedule 2.1 LW.  Both of these are 16-page

16 documents including the schedules reflecting the

17 updated position of the companies on the rebuttal

18 case -- in their rebuttal case.  These documents

19 were filed on February 26th, 2013, in the

20 consolidated docket.

21                   The third exhibit submitted on

22 behalf of the companies as rebuttal will be
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1 referred to as and identified as Utilities Exhibit

2 2.2.  That exhibit consists of the tariff sheets

3 that have been updated to reflect the companies

4 position on rebuttal.

5                   The next exhibit we would offer

6 on behalf of the companies is referred to as and

7 identified as Utilities Exhibit 2.3.  This exhibit

8 was filed on E-docket on February 26th, 2013, in

9 the consolidated docket.  It was a three part

10 filing.  Parts one, two and three.  It consists of

11 the cost support for the pro forma projects

12 referred to in his rebuttal testimony and the

13 three parts together are 43 pages in length.

14                   Finally, with respect to the

15 surrebuttal testimony of Mr. Neyzelman, he is

16 supporting what I referred to and has been marked

17 for identification purposes as Utilities Exhibit

18 2.4, which is a nine-page document consisting of

19 the responses to certain data requests made by the

20 parties with respect to the cost support for the

21 consultant SFIO.

22                   And, finally, on behalf of the
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1 companies in connection with Mr. Neyzelman, we

2 have surrebuttal testimony of Mr. Neyzelman, which

3 has been marked for identification purposes as

4 Utilities Exhibit 3.0, which is typewritten pages

5 consisting of questions and answers, 13 pages of

6 typewritten questions and answers entitled his

7 surrebuttal testimony.

8                   (Document marked as Utilities

9                    Exhibit No. 3.0 for

10                    identification.)

11              MR. SEIDEL:  In that surrebuttal

12 testimony, Mr. Neyzelman refers to what has been

13 marked -- what will be marked for identification

14 purposes as Utilities Exhibit 3.1 AC and Utilities

15 Exhibit 3.1 LW, which are the schedules, the

16 income statement and balance sheets and various

17 adjustments reflected in the surrebuttal testimony

18 of Mr. Neyzelman.  The Utilities Exhibit 3.1 AC

19 those schedules are 15 pages in length and

20 Utilities Exhibit 3.1 LW is 14 pages in length.

21                   Mr. Neyzelman also in his

22 testimony or is supporting in his surrebuttal
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1 testimony what has been marked for identification

2 purposes as Utilities Exhibit 3.2 AC and Utilities

3 Exhibit 3.2 LW.  These documents are four pages in

4 length and they are the tariff pages that reflect

5 the updated position of the companies with respect

6 to the rates needed to cover the revenue

7 requirement in this case.

8                   Finally, Mr. Neyzelman has

9 submitted for consideration as his surrebuttal

10 exhibits what has been marked as Utilities Exhibit

11 3.3.  This document was filed on E-docket in six

12 parts and consists of approximately --

13              MR. LANNON:  Excuse me, Mike.  Can

14 you move a little closer to the microphone?

15 Sorry.

16              MR. SEIDEL:  Approximately, 252

17 pages of responses and supplemental responses to

18 data requests in support of the companies request

19 for recovery of rate case expense and appeals

20 cost.  These are data responses that the staff

21 asked that the company submit as surrebuttal

22 exhibits.
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1                   The surrebuttal testimony and

2 exhibits were filed via E-docket on April 9th,

3 2013.

4       D I R E C T     E X A M I N A T I O N

5                BY MR. SEIDEL

6       Q.     Now, having identified those

7 exhibits, I would ask Mr. Neyzelman, are you

8 familiar with the exhibits that I have just

9 identified?

10       A.     Yes, I am.

11       Q.     If I were to ask you the questions

12 appearing in the direct testimony, rebuttal

13 testimony and surrebuttal testimony that has been

14 filed on E-docket, would your answers be the same?

15       A.     Yes.

16       Q.     And were those exhibits prepared by

17 you or pursuant to your direction and under your

18 supervision?

19       A.     Yes, they were.

20       Q.     And with respect to the other

21 exhibits that you refer to in your direct,

22 rebuttal and surrebuttal testimony, do those
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1 exhibits -- were they prepared by you or pursuant

2 to your direction and under your supervision?

3       A.     Yes.

4       Q.     Do those exhibits truly and

5 accurately portray the information set forth

6 therein?

7       A.     Yes.

8       Q.     And with respect to the schedules,

9 were those schedules taken from the books and

10 records of the utilities that are kept in the

11 ordinary course of the utilities business?

12       A.     Yes.

13       Q.     Directing your attention

14 specifically to Utilities Exhibit 3.0, the Dimitry

15 Neyzelman surrebuttal testimony, would you look at

16 page nine line two?

17       A.     I'm there.

18       Q.     Is it correct that you have a

19 correction to make to that part of the testimony?

20       A.     Yes, I do.

21       Q.     What is that correction?

22       A.     It should read "The companies would
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1 not have appealed the Commission's order.  In

2 fact -- and, in fact, did not initiate an appeal

3 within the time permitted for filing an appeal."

4       Q.     So the correction you're asking to

5 make is to insert the word not in the first line

6 after the word did?

7       A.     That's correct.

8       Q.     Are there any other changes or

9 corrections that you would like to make to your

10 testimony and exhibits at this time?

11       A.     No, I do not.

12              MR. SEIDEL:  Your Honor, at this

13 time, we would move for the admission of the

14 surrebuttal testimony, rebuttal testimony and

15 direct testimony together with all the other

16 exhibits I've identified into the record at this

17 time.

18              JUDGE HAYNES:  Is there any

19 objection?  Hearing none, those exhibits as

20 previously filed on E-docket are admitted.

21              MR. SEIDEL:  And Mr. Neyzelman is

22 available for cross-examination, if any.
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1              JUDGE HAYNES:  Can you spell your

2 name for the record, please?

3              THE WITNESS:  Sure.  It's

4 D-I-M-I-T-R-Y.  Last name Neyzelman,

5 N-E-Y-Z-E-L-M-A-N.

6              JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you.  And who

7 is going first?

8              MR. LANNON:  I will.  Thank you,

9 your Honor.

10       C R O S S       E X A M I N A T I O N

11                BY MR. LANNON

12       Q.     Hello, Mr. Neyzelman.

13       A.     Hello.

14       Q.     I'm Mike Lannon and you and I have

15 met before.  In general, you've opposed staff

16 witness Harden's proposed cost of service studies,

17 is that true?

18       A.     That's correct.

19       Q.     And if you have your surrebuttal

20 handy --

21       A.     I do.

22       Q.     If you could turn to page 11.
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1 Despite your general opposition, you do agree --

2 I'm sorry.  I didn't mean to get ahead of you

3 there.  Are you there?

4       A.     Yes.

5       Q.     Roughly line 21, I believe.  Despite

6 your general opposition to staff's proposed Costs

7 of Service Study, you do agree with staff that the

8 rate for the five-eighth's inch customers should

9 not be decreased from the current effective rate?

10       A.     That's correct.

11       Q.     And I think you would also agree

12 with staff that the monthly base charge for the

13 other customers that that charge should not be

14 decreased from the currently effective rates?

15       A.     That's correct.

16       Q.     Okay.  Now, if you can turn to page

17 15 of your rebuttal roughly on line 12, this goes

18 back to your difference with staff's proposed

19 Costs of Service Study.  You state "I disagree

20 with certain allocations of costs assigned by

21 staff in its COS study."  COS, meaning cost of

22 service, is that right?
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1       A.     That's correct.

2       Q.     And you say the same thing on page

3 11 of your surrebuttal testimony, isn't that

4 right?  I think the exact same sentence.

5       A.     That's correct.

6       Q.     Could you help me out and identify

7 where in your pre-filed testimony; direct,

8 rebuttal or surrebuttal, you identify which of

9 those allocation factors you disagree with?

10       A.     I believe that in my rebuttal

11 testimony I stated that because I didn't fully

12 understand the Cost of Service Study because I'm

13 not a Cost of Service Study expert I wasn't able

14 to identify specifically which allocation items I

15 don't agree with although just as an example if

16 you --

17       Q.     Let me just slow you down for a

18 minute.  This example you're going to give me, is

19 it contained in your pre-filed testimony?

20       A.     No, it's not.

21       Q.     Okay.  Thank you.  I think you

22 answered my question.  Now, your overall
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1 recommendation I believe, and correct me if I'm

2 wrong, is to model the rates after a previous

3 Commission approved rate design contained in the

4 order in consolidated Docket's 11-0561 through

5 11-0566, is that right?

6       A.     That's correct.

7       Q.     Now, are you making that

8 recommendation because at least in your testimony

9 you believe that the Commission prefers a rate

10 design based on the approach it used in that

11 docket rather than based on a Cost of Service

12 Study?  Let me rephrase that.

13       A.     Please.

14       Q.     Is it your testimony that the

15 Commission prefers a rate design based on the

16 approach it used in consolidated Docket's 11-0561

17 through 11-0566 to one based on a Cost of Service

18 Study?

19       A.     My testimony doesn't speak for what

20 the Commission prefers.  I state clearly in my

21 testimony that the Commission approved a rate

22 design that staff developed in those Docket's
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1 11-0561 through 11-0566.

2       Q.     By the way, 11-0561 through 11-0566

3 is -- the first company is Charmar Water Company,

4 right?

5       A.     That's correct.

6       Q.     And those are UI companies?

7       A.     That's correct.

8       Q.     Do you happen to have that order

9 handy?

10       A.     I don't.

11       Q.     I can show you.

12              MR. O'BRIEN:  I'm sorry.  If I can

13 just ask Mr. Lannon, is this 11-0561, the original

14 hearing?

15              MR. LANNON:  Yes, the original.

16 BY MR. LANNON:

17       Q.     I'll point you to that paragraph.

18       A.     Okay.

19       Q.     Beginning at the top of page 27 of

20 the Commission's order in the Charmar case, it

21 states "The Commission orders UI to work with

22 staff and other interested parties to review and
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1 analyze UI's current method of cost service and

2 rate designed methodology.  UI should develop a

3 Cost of Service Study."  Actually, it says COSS

4 for Cost of Service Study, "with staff and other

5 interested parties for use in future UI rate

6 cases."  Did I read that part of it correctly?

7       A.     Yes, you did.

8       Q.     Okay.  Do you then disagree that the

9 Commission expressed an expectation that a Cost of

10 Service Study be used in future UI rate cases?

11       A.     I believe the expectation is for UI

12 should work with staff to develop a Cost of

13 Service Study.

14       Q.     Okay.  That's fine.

15       A.     Not necessarily use the one that was

16 recommended by staff.

17       Q.     But use a Cost of Service Study

18 nonetheless?

19       A.     To develop one.

20       Q.     To develop one.  Thank you.  Would

21 you agree Ms. Harden's recommended rates for Lake

22 Wildwood already are the rates that the Cost of
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1 Service Study produces for the various customer

2 charges based on AWWA meter flow factors?  And

3 before you answer, AWWA, I believe, is American

4 Water Works --

5       A.     Association.

6       Q.     -- Association.  Thank you.  Did you

7 get the question or do you want me to reread it?

8       A.     I got the question.  The Cost of

9 Service Study that was proposed by staff was

10 actually similar to the Cost of Service Study

11 proposed by staff in Lake Wildwood's prior Docket

12 01-0663 where rates were already developed.  After

13 that, just two years ago, Lake Wildwood filed

14 another rate case.  I believe it was Docket

15 09-0549 and that same exact rate design that was

16 developed in the '01 case using this Cost of

17 Service Study that rate design wasn't changed.  An

18 across the board increase was used in the last

19 case.  I see no reason why that rate design based

20 on almost an identical Cost of Service Study that

21 was developed by staff and was accepted by the

22 Commission, I don't see why that Cost of Service
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1 Study shouldn't be used.

2              MR. LANNON:  I move to strike that

3 entire answer, your Honor, and I'll re-answer

4 it -- or re-ask the question.

5              JUDGE HAYNES:  What is the basis for

6 striking it?

7              MR. LANNON:  It's nonresponsive.

8              JUDGE HAYNES:  Denied.

9 BY MR. LANNON:

10       Q.     Let me try to re-ask that question

11 and the question is just, are the rates that

12 staff's proposed COS produces for the various

13 customer charges, are they based on AWWA meter

14 flow factors?

15       A.     I'm not a Cost of Service Study

16 expert and a component of how those rates are

17 developed in the rate design does absolutely use

18 the AWWA meter flow factors.

19       Q.     Thank you.

20       A.     But it's not the entire part of how

21 the rates are developed.

22       Q.     Okay.  Thanks.  Okay.  Let's turn to
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1 page 12 of your surrebuttal and -- are you there

2 yet?

3       A.     I am.

4       Q.     I believe on page 12 starting on

5 line seven, you state "If the Commission does

6 approve staff's recommended Cost of Service Study,

7 then the rates that the Cost of Service Study

8 produces should be used without an arbitrary shift

9 of revenues from the fixed component to the

10 variable component," is that right?

11       A.     That's correct.

12       Q.     And have you provided for the record

13 an analysis of what the impact on all the rates

14 would be if that were done?

15       A.     I have not.

16       Q.     Okay.  Do you have staff witness

17 Ms. Harden's rebuttal testimony?

18       A.     I don't have that in front of me.

19       Q.     Does your counsel?

20              MR. SEIDEL:  Yes.

21 BY MR. LANNON:

22       Q.     Can your counsel show you Schedule
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1 10.1 AC page one attached to Ms. Harden's rebuttal

2 testimony?

3       A.     Which page?  I'm sorry.

4       Q.     I'm sorry.  I've lost my place.

5 Okay.  When you state that the rates that the

6 staff proposed Cost of Service Study produces

7 should be used, do you refer to the amounts set

8 forth in the column on the far right of Schedule

9 10.1 AC page one and headed Cost of Service Study?

10       A.     Can you repeat the question, please?

11       Q.     If you look at Schedule 10.1 AC page

12 one and it's titled Cost of Service Study up in

13 the middle under Illinois Commerce Commission and

14 then if you look at the far right column.

15       A.     I'm there.

16       Q.     I believe that's the cost of service

17 column.  Are those the -- are those the rates that

18 you think should be used?

19       A.     No, I don't.

20       Q.     All right.  You would disagree with

21 those proposed rates because they include what

22 you -- what you called an arbitrary shift of
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1 revenues, is that right?

2       A.     I'm not exactly sure what were the

3 calculations or allocations used in order to

4 develop these rates.  If I had a better

5 understanding or if I was a Cost of Service Study

6 expert, I would be able to answer that question

7 better.

8       Q.     Let's just look at one of them.  If

9 you can look at the column marked item one and a

10 half-inch disc -- by the way, disc would be pipe

11 size?

12       A.     It's the size of the meter.

13       Q.     Meter size.  Okay.  I think that

14 would be the size of the pipe in the meter going

15 out, wouldn't it?

16       A.     That sounds about right.

17       Q.     Small point.  If you look all the

18 way over to that cost of service column under the

19 one-and-a-half inch disc, you get a number of

20 5991, correct?

21       A.     That's correct.

22       Q.     And would you agree that the current
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1 monthly base charge for the one-and-a-half inch

2 disc is $24.35?

3       A.     Yes.

4       Q.     And would you agree that increasing

5 the charge, the customer charge from $24.35 to

6 $59.91, would represent a 146 percent increase

7 roughly?

8       A.     Subject to check.

9       Q.     Yeah.  And would you agree that the

10 monthly base charge for the two-inch disc, looking

11 at the same thing we looked at before, would be

12 $95.86?

13       A.     Subject to check.

14       Q.     And the monthly base charge for the

15 two-inch disc is $26.22, is that right?  The

16 monthly charge would be found in the present

17 rates, right, column?

18       A.     Yes.

19       Q.     That would be $26.22, right?

20       A.     For a two-inch disc?

21       Q.     Yes.

22       A.     Yes.
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1       Q.     Would you also agree that increasing

2 the two-inch disc charge from $26.22 to $95.86

3 would represent roughly a 256 percent increase?

4       A.     Subject to check.

5       Q.     Excuse me.  265.

6       A.     Subject to check.

7       Q.     Subject to check.  Yes.  The same

8 thing for the three-inch disc.  The monthly base

9 charge is $179.73, right?

10              JUDGE HAYNES:  You can't just nod.

11 You have to say yes or no.

12 BY THE WITNESS:

13       A.     Yes.  Thank you.

14              JUDGE HAYNES:  Mm-hmm.

15              THE WITNESS:  Sorry.

16 BY MR. LANNON:

17       Q.     The current monthly base charge for

18 the three-inch disc is $28.12, correct?

19       A.     Yes.

20       Q.     So that would -- if we were to

21 increase the rate for the three-inch disc from

22 $28.12 to $179.73, that would represent, subject
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1 to check, a roughly 539 percent increase?

2       A.     Subject to check, yes.

3       Q.     Is it your testimony that rates

4 should always be set at a cost of service without

5 any regard to the impact on customers such as rate

6 shock?

7       A.     I think that rate shock should

8 definitely be taken into consideration, but I'm

9 not a Cost of Service Study expert and I haven't

10 done that analysis and at the same time if the

11 company is not able to earn a fair rate of return

12 through rates, then it's always going to be short

13 on its revenues.

14       Q.     Okay.  If you can just hang on just

15 a second.  My co-counsel, Ms. Swan, just gave you

16 copies of two company response to staff DR.  The

17 first one is Staff DR CLH 4.01, did you get that?

18       A.     Yes.

19       Q.     And that goes all the way through

20 4.10, correct, the stapled together --

21       A.     That's correct.

22       Q.     And you responded to those, correct?
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1       A.     Yes.

2       Q.     And the other group of documents

3 Ms. Swan just handed you were the companies

4 response to staff data requests RWB 14.01, which

5 includes an attachment which is an Excel file in

6 PDF form, is that correct?

7       A.     That's correct.

8              MR. LANNON:  Your Honor, I don't

9 have any more questions, but I move the companies

10 response to staff data requests CLH 4.01 into the

11 record as Staff Cross Exhibit 1.

12                   (Document marked as Staff Cross

13                    Exhibit No. 1.0 for

14                    identification.)

15              MR. LANNON:  And I would also move

16 into the record the companies response to staff

17 data requests RWB 14.01 as Staff Cross Exhibit 2.

18                   (Document marked as Staff Cross

19                    Exhibit No. 2.0 for

20                    identification.)

21              JUDGE HAYNES:  Is there any

22 objection from the company?
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1              MR. SEIDEL:  I don't have any

2 objection to the response to RWB 14.01, but I just

3 want to confer with my clients with respect to

4 4.01 to see if I understand it.

5              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

6              MR. SEIDEL:  We don't have any

7 objection to 4.01 either.

8              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  So Staff Cross

9 Exhibit 1 and Staff Cross Exhibit 2 are admitted

10 into the record.  Mr. Lannon, were you going to

11 provide three copies to the court reporter or did

12 you want to file them on E-docket?

13              MR. LANNON:  Your Honor, I'll file

14 them on E-docket.  We're trying to scrape

15 together -- how many copies did you say?  Three?

16              JUDGE HAYNES:  It's either three

17 hardcopies to the court reporter or filing it on

18 E-docket.

19              MR. LANNON:  We'd prefer to file on

20 E-docket because I don't have the three.

21              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Is that fine

22 with the company?
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1              MR. SEIDEL:  Yes.

2              JUDGE HAYNES:  Staff Cross Exhibit 1

3 and Staff Cross Exhibit 2 will be late filed on

4 E-docket.  Okay.  Do you have any more cross for

5 this witness?

6              MR. LANNON:  No, that's it for

7 staff.  Thank you, your Honor.  Thank you,

8 Mr. Neyzelman.

9              THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

10              MR. SEIDEL:  I thought you were

11 going to split between the two of you?

12              MS. SWAN:  We're fine.  Thank you.

13              MR. LANNON:  We're going to move for

14 another -- maybe I should have done that.  I

15 forgot.  This is for the same witness, right?

16 Excuse me, your Honor.  My apologies, your Honor.

17 That's all for staff.

18              JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you.

19 Mr. O'Brien?

20              MR. O'BRIEN:  Thank you, your Honor.

21

22
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1       C R O S S      E X A M I N A T I O N

2                 BY MR. O'BRIEN

3       Q.     Good afternoon, Mr. Neyzelman.

4       A.     Good afternoon.

5       Q.     My name is Tim O'Brien and I work

6 for the Attorney General and I have just a couple

7 of questions for you.  I'd like to start by

8 directing you to page three of your surrebuttal

9 and, in fact, it starts on the very last line of

10 page two of your surrebuttal.

11       A.     I'm there.

12       Q.     On line 23 of page two, you state

13 that "The amounts included in taxes other than

14 income" and then continue on the next page are

15 for -- I assume there is just a typo in the

16 version that I have where it says "are for paid

17 prior to the due date"?

18       A.     Yes.

19       Q.     That should just be "are paid for

20 prior to the due date"?

21       A.     Thank you.

22       Q.     You then give an example for 2011
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1 the taxes that are due March 15th, 2012, have

2 estimated payments that are made quarterly.  Am I

3 fairly characterizing your testimony there?

4       A.     That's correct.

5       Q.     As senior regulatory accountant for

6 Utilities, Inc., are you generally familiar with

7 the payment schedule for income taxes?

8       A.     For income taxes, I don't prepare

9 the income taxes for the company, but generally,

10 yes.

11       Q.     And would you be familiar with the

12 estimated payments that would be made on income

13 taxes?

14       A.     Generally.

15       Q.     Generally.  Given the general

16 understanding you have, would you characterize the

17 payment schedule for income taxes as being

18 prepaid?

19       A.     I believe that for the estimated

20 payments for income taxes there is a component, a

21 small component that is prepaid.

22       Q.     Do you know what small component
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1 that would reflect?

2       A.     Well, speaking for these payments

3 specifically that I refer to in my surrebuttal

4 testimony, if an estimated tax payment is made on

5 March 15th for the first quarter in which the

6 first quarter ends March 31st, a payment on March

7 15th would be for the first three months.  So for

8 15 days out of that quarter, it would be prepaid.

9       Q.     Okay.  I think I understand your

10 example there.  Building off of the example you

11 have in your testimony about paying the estimated

12 2011 tax, you note that the final amount of taxes

13 would be due on March 15th, 2012, correct?

14       A.     That's correct.

15       Q.     And you also note that prior to that

16 final payment estimated tax payments would have

17 been made quarterly which we just discussed,

18 correct?

19       A.     Correct.

20       Q.     With that as background, would it be

21 fair to say that the company is making payments

22 towards the tax liability in the year that it is
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1 incurred?

2       A.     That's correct.

3       Q.     Now, I'd like to direct you to on

4 the same page lines 5 through 14 of your

5 surrebuttal testimony.

6       A.     Okay.

7       Q.     And here you're talking about the

8 Illinois Department of Revenue invested capital

9 tax, correct?

10       A.     That's the same item that I'm

11 talking about in lines one through four on that

12 page.  It's the same tax.  That's the amount that

13 is included in taxes other than income.

14       Q.     Okay.  And specifically in this

15 question and answer you're referring to the

16 Illinois Department of Revenue invested capital

17 tax, correct?

18       A.     For Apple Canyon, that's correct.

19       Q.     For Apple Canyon.  Thank you.  If I

20 use the phrase ICT, you understand that to mean

21 invested capital tax for these next couple of

22 questions, correct?
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1       A.     That's correct.

2       Q.     You testified that the company did

3 not pay ICT in 2011 because there was a credit in

4 the prior year which would have been 2010,

5 correct?

6       A.     That's correct, yeah.

7       Q.     And you then go onto state that

8 $836.07 was paid in 2012, correct?

9       A.     $863.07.

10       Q.     I'm sorry.  You are right.  Yeah.

11              MR. O'BRIEN:  I'm suffering from the

12 same affliction Mr. Lannon does.

13              MR. LANNON:  It's good to have

14 company.

15 BY MR. O'BRIEN:

16       Q.     Now, in your role as senior

17 regulatory accountant with Utilities, Inc., are

18 you generally familiar with the uniform system of

19 accounts for water utilities in Illinois?

20       A.     Yes, generally.

21       Q.     Would you be familiar with the area

22 or the section of the uniform system of accounts
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1 that would govern ICT?

2       A.     I'm not very familiar specifically

3 with that item.

4       Q.     If you will bear with me one second

5 here, I can provide you with a copy.  I'm going to

6 hand you what --

7              MR. O'BRIEN:  This will solely be

8 for reference, your Honor.  I have a copy for

9 everyone, but this is a printout of Section 408 of

10 the uniform system of accounts and for the record

11 I downloaded this from the Commission's website

12 this morning.

13 BY MR. O'BRIEN:

14       Q.     Mr. Neyzelman, have you seen this

15 section before?

16       A.     I'm sure I have seen it, but I don't

17 recall exactly when I would have.

18       Q.     Okay.  Do you see Section B under --

19 B as in boy under 408?

20       A.     Yes.

21       Q.     And do you see where it states,

22 quote, these accounts shall be charged in each
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1 accounting period with the amount of taxes which

2 are applicable thereto with concurrent credits

3 Account 236-group taxes or Account 162-prepayments

4 as appropriate.  When it is not possible to

5 determine the exact amount of taxes, the amounts

6 shall be estimated and adjustments made in current

7 accruals as the actual tax levies become known?

8       A.     Yes.

9       Q.     I read that correctly?

10       A.     Yes.

11       Q.     Now, with that as background, can

12 you tell me why there was not an expense booked

13 during the 2011 tax year for ICT?

14       A.     I didn't specifically make those

15 entries myself, but I would assume that once our

16 accounting books are closed that we can't go back

17 and change those books and records for a prior

18 period of time and since we don't know exactly how

19 much that tax will be and if it is offset by a

20 credit amount from a prior period, I'm assuming

21 that's why there was no amount booked for that

22 year.
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1       Q.     Okay.  You also state that a payment

2 was made in 2012 of $863.07.  To what tax year

3 would this payment be applicable?

4       A.     To 2012.  These were estimated tax

5 payments made in 2012.

6       Q.     Okay.  And do you know what the

7 actual 2012 invested capital tax obligation is for

8 Apple Canyon?

9       A.     I don't believe that I included the

10 actual tax form in my response to the data

11 requests from staff when they asked me for the

12 backup for the taxes other than income and I did

13 just include the payment vouchers for that

14 specific tax, but we do have those records where I

15 can look up what the actual tax liability was for

16 that specific period of time.

17       Q.     But that was not included in your

18 testimony or in the responses?

19       A.     No, it wasn't.  I don't have that

20 information on hand.

21       Q.     That's fine.  We can move forward.

22 And I'd like to direct you to page four of your
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1 rebuttal testimony specifically lines 11 through

2 13.

3       A.     Did you say rebuttal or surrebuttal?

4       Q.     I'm sorry.  Surrebuttal.  So we're

5 switching gears a little bit to the leak survey

6 here and starting on line 11 you testify that "The

7 work performed as a result of the leak survey did

8 not meet the companies threshold of being

9 classified as a capital project, but rather were

10 recorded as general ledger additions."  Did I read

11 that correctly?

12       A.     Yes.

13       Q.     Generally speaking -- or rather

14 specifically speaking, in this instance, what is

15 the companies threshold for capitalizing leak

16 repair costs?

17       A.     I don't really understand the

18 question.  I believe what I stated in my testimony

19 that the companies threshold of being classified

20 as a capital project, and that amount is $50,000,

21 to be classified as a capital project.  Not

22 necessarily if it's capitalized.
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1       Q.     Okay.  So, in this instance, the

2 repairs necessary to address the deficiencies

3 identified in the leak survey, those will not be

4 classified as a capital project?

5       A.     Not as a capital project because

6 they will be less than $50,000.

7       Q.     Okay.  Next, when you refer to the

8 phrase "general ledger addition," do you mean that

9 the leak repair costs were booked as expenses?

10       A.     General ledger additions are

11 generally referred to as capital additions, as

12 capital assets.

13       Q.     So maybe I'm -- I apologize.  I'm

14 just a lowly attorney and I'm only learning a lot

15 of this or relearning a lot of the accounting

16 terminology here, but the costs don't reach the

17 threshold of being capital costs because there is

18 not $50,000 of the project?

19       A.     That's not correct.  Generally, if

20 we are replacing certain capital assets within the

21 system, certain pieces of infrastructure, for

22 example, if there is a main that has a leak in it
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1 and a certain number of linear feet of main needs

2 to be replaced that is a capital asset and

3 whatever that cost is for the capital asset, the

4 actual item, the physical item is removed from the

5 ground and a new piece of item is put in the

6 ground.  That is a capital asset.

7                   We refer to that internally in

8 the company as a general ledger addition.  If it

9 were an expense, I would refer to it as an expense

10 specifically, but in this case the threshold of

11 the $50,000 is specifically related to items that

12 we would classify as a project, not necessarily a

13 specific invoice for paying a vendor to replace a

14 main.

15       Q.     Thank you.  That, in fact, does

16 clarify things for me.  I appreciate that.

17                   What impact does classifying

18 this project as a general ledger addition have on

19 the companies revenue requirement, if any?

20       A.     Well, any time we add plant to our

21 books whether we add a new piece of plant or a new

22 pump or replace a main and it's an additional cost
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1 from something we already had, it would increase

2 our revenue requirement.

3       Q.     Now, let's move down a little bit to

4 lines 14 through 22 and here you are testifying as

5 to the results of the service area boundary

6 surveys?

7       A.     Yes.

8       Q.     And you testified that the expansion

9 of the service area as a result of these surveys

10 falls under the category of acquisitions, did I

11 fairly characterize your testimony there?

12       A.     I believe that's what my testimony

13 says.

14       Q.     As you use the term here, how are

15 you defining, quote, acquisitions?

16       A.     I don't understand the question.

17       Q.     I guess for me I'd like to know if

18 this is acquisitions as a term of art in the

19 accounting sense or if this is just acquisitions

20 as this is a general ledger entry on your books

21 or --

22       A.     I believe I'm categorizing it as an
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1 acquisition or the reason I'm putting it in quotes

2 was because of the rebuttal testimony of -- either

3 staff or the AG that included a definition of when

4 survey boundary costs can be capitalized and, like

5 I said, I don't have that in front of me.  I can't

6 specifically refer to that line item, but it said

7 something along the lines that it can -- a

8 boundary survey or cost related to a boundary

9 survey can be capitalized if it relates to an

10 acquisition of assets.

11       Q.     Okay.  And a few minutes ago we

12 established that you're generally familiar with

13 the uniform system of accounts for Illinois?

14       A.     Yes.

15       Q.     In this case, correct me if I'm

16 wrong, but you booked the service area boundary

17 survey costs into structures and improvements

18 plant and service, is that correct?

19       A.     I don't remember exactly which

20 account that was moved to.

21       Q.     Subject to check?

22       A.     Subject to check.
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1       Q.     Would you be able to just briefly

2 explain how under the uniform system of accounts

3 for water utilities in Illinois the service area

4 boundary survey costs would qualify as structures

5 and improvements?

6       A.     I don't think I can answer that

7 question.  I think if there is an issue of whether

8 when that cost was specifically booked to a

9 different plant account I think the question here

10 is is if it should be capitalized or not.  So if

11 it should have been booked to a different capital

12 account, then that's an adjustment that we can

13 make, but if we inadvertently booked it to

14 structures and improvements and it should have

15 been booked to a different account, then that's a

16 different issue.

17       Q.     Now, there were a couple of

18 structures or improvements to structures that were

19 made as a result of the service area boundary

20 surveys, correct?  Maybe I can reword that for

21 you, but in your testimony here starting on line

22 18 of the surrebuttal on page four you identify a
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1 project for Apple Canyon where the service area

2 was expanded to incorporate a fire station

3 annexation and for Lake Wildwood where the service

4 area was expanded to incorporate adjacent property

5 owners?

6       A.     That's correct.

7       Q.     And these were projects that came as

8 a result of the service area boundary survey?

9       A.     I don't know if it exactly was a

10 result of the service area boundary survey or if

11 it was done because we needed to expand our

12 service territory and the annexation of the fire

13 station.  I don't know the answer to that

14 question.

15       Q.     Okay.  You refer to a couple of

16 docket numbers in here.  The first of which is the

17 Apple Canyon expansion in Docket No. 10-0215.  Do

18 you know when that docket number was -- when that

19 docket was filed?

20       A.     I do not.

21       Q.     Do you know roughly when the fire

22 station annexation or construction on that project
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1 would have begun?

2       A.     I do not.

3       Q.     Would your answers be the same for

4 the Docket 10-0224?

5       A.     That's correct.

6       Q.     I'd like to direct you now to page

7 five of your surrebuttal at lines 21 and 22.  In

8 the previous question, you were testifying as to

9 well number one, replacing the equipment for Apple

10 Canyon in well number one, is that correct?

11       A.     Yes, it is.

12       Q.     And on line 22 you indicate that

13 this project has been completed, is that correct?

14       A.     That is correct.

15       Q.     On what date was this project

16 completed?

17       A.     I don't have that exact date, but I

18 believe you can ask Mr. Bruce Haas who I think he

19 provided surrebuttal testimony in this case.

20       Q.     Do you recall on what date your

21 surrebuttal testimony was filed?

22       A.     April 9th.
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1       Q.     So in your surrebuttal testimony or

2 any of the schedules filed with your surrebuttal

3 testimony, did you provide the actual costs and

4 the invoices supporting those costs for this

5 project?

6       A.     I don't believe we have the actual

7 costs yet.  I don't know that the invoices have

8 been sent to us yet, but, once again, I think that

9 will be a question for Mr. Bruce Haas.

10       Q.     So the amount that you provided for

11 this well number one project in the pro forma

12 adjustment, that was based on proposals or bids,

13 correct?

14       A.     That's correct.

15       Q.     So you would not know, but perhaps

16 Mr. Haas would know, whether the actual amount of

17 the project was less than the amount included in

18 the pro forma adjustments?

19       A.     That's correct.

20       Q.     I am going to hand you what I've

21 marked as AG Cross Exhibit 1 for identification.

22
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1                   (Document marked as AG Cross

2                    Exhibit No. 1.0 for

3                    identification.)

4              MR. O'BRIEN:  For the record, this

5 is the companies response to AG data request 4.7.

6 I will also note that there -- several of these

7 responses refer to attachments that are not

8 included in here.  If we move this into the

9 record, I'll work with company counsel to

10 satisfactorily either remove those references or

11 provide the attachments, but they're not

12 particularly relevant to any of the questions I

13 have.

14              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

15 BY MR. O'BRIEN:

16       Q.     Mr. Neyzelman, have you ever seen

17 this response before?

18       A.     Yes, I have.

19       Q.     And was this prepared by you or

20 under your direction and control?

21       A.     Yes, it was.

22       Q.     Now, specifically, I'd like to
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1 direct you to 4.7 B, as in boy.  The question

2 asked in this data request was asking about the

3 Lake Wildwood WTP, Walter Tom Peter, building

4 addition and question B asks you to explain in

5 detail why the project has not yet been completed,

6 correct?

7       A.     That's correct.

8       Q.     In your response at that time was

9 that "The project had been discussed within the

10 company as well as with the IEPA and that the time

11 period for planning and budgeting purposes was

12 extended due to internal company conversations

13 regarding the various aspects of the project," did

14 I read that correctly?

15       A.     Yes, you did.

16       Q.     Were you part of any of these

17 internal company conversations?

18       A.     I was not.  In fact, I think

19 Mr. Bruce Haas might be better to answer these

20 questions.

21       Q.     So then since you were not a part of

22 these internal conversations, would you be unable
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1 to elaborate on what you meant by various aspects

2 of the project?

3       A.     That's correct.

4       Q.     Next, I'm going to show you what

5 I've marked as AG Cross Exhibit 2 for

6 identification.

7                   (Document marked as AG Cross

8                    Exhibit No. 2.0 for

9                    identification.)

10              MR. O'BRIEN:  For the record, this

11 is the companies response to AG data requests

12 4.11.

13 BY MR. O'BRIEN:

14       Q.     Mr. Neyzelman, have you seen this

15 response before?

16       A.     Yes, I have.

17       Q.     Was this prepared by you or under

18 your direction and control?

19       A.     Yes, it was.

20       Q.     Now, in response B, as in boy, the

21 company was asked why the replacement had not yet

22 been completed, correct?
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1       A.     Yes.

2       Q.     And the companies response was that

3 "As explained in the response for AG 4.11 A,

4 discussions and budgetary measures had to be taken

5 into consideration before proceeding with the

6 proposed work," did I read that correctly?

7       A.     Yes.

8       Q.     And in the response to question A,

9 which is referred to in question B, the company

10 states that bids were sought as a guideline for

11 investigation purposes, correct?

12       A.     Yes.

13       Q.     So as I read the response to A the

14 bids were investigatory?

15       A.     I think any line of questioning

16 related to this project might be better answered

17 by Mr. Bruce Haas.

18       Q.     Okay.  Again, because you were

19 likely not part of any of the discussions, is that

20 correct?

21       A.     That's correct.

22       Q.     Fair enough.
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1              MR. O'BRIEN:  The People have no

2 further questions of Mr. Neyzelman and move for

3 the admission of AG Cross Exhibit's 1 and 2.

4              JUDGE HAYNES:  Did you provide the

5 court reporter with three copies or how are you

6 going to work that?

7              MR. O'BRIEN:  As staff has done, we

8 will file those on E-docket if that is amendable

9 to your Honor.

10              JUDGE HAYNES:  Is there any

11 objection from the company for admitting these two

12 cross exhibits?

13              MR. SEIDEL:  Not with respect

14 to AG Cross Exhibit 2, but with respect to AG

15 Cross Exhibit 1 they're moving for the admission

16 of the entire response and the response also has

17 references -- several files which aren't being

18 provided.  So I would reserve the right to

19 supplement the exhibit with the files that aren't

20 being provided.

21              MR. O'BRIEN:  And perhaps that's a

22 suggestion counsel and I can have off the record,
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1 but we would also be happy to strike those

2 portions of his response.

3              JUDGE HAYNES:  So since you don't

4 really know what the final form is of this Cross

5 Exhibit 1 maybe we should hold off -- I'm going to

6 hold off on ruling on it until you can let me know

7 what is going to be included or not included.  So

8 I'll reserve that ruling and then you can let me

9 know.  However, for AG Cross Exhibit 2, that will

10 be admitted and you're going to file that on

11 E-docket?

12              MR. O'BRIEN:  That's correct.

13              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

14              MR. O'BRIEN:  And I'll just also

15 note for the record that I have been talking with

16 company counsel and there are three additional AG

17 cross exhibits which we are just working on the

18 final form and we will be seeking to move those

19 into the record in lieu of additional cross and

20 copies of those we will have tomorrow morning and

21 we should be filing these on E-docket no later

22 than tomorrow.
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1              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Well, when you

2 move those, you can also do Cross Exhibit 1.

3              MR. O'BRIEN:  Thank you, your Honor.

4              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Does

5 Mr. Balough have cross?

6              MR. BALOUGH:  Thank you.

7       C R O S S     E X A M I N A T I O N

8                BY MR. BALOUGH

9       Q.     Good afternoon.  I want to follow up

10 on a couple of questions first.  If you can go to

11 your -- I believe it's your surrebuttal testimony

12 Exhibit 3.0.  On page four, you were asked some

13 questions beginning on line 17 concerning the area

14 boundary survey, are you with me?

15       A.     Yes.

16       Q.     Are you aware that in the last

17 company rate case for Apple Canyon and Lake

18 Wildwood that the staff noted that both those

19 utilities were serving these facilities outside of

20 their CCN, their certificate of convenience and

21 necessity?

22       A.     I don't know the details behind
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1 these service area boundaries.

2       Q.     Would that affect whether or not

3 it's an, as you say, acquisition if, in fact, they

4 had been serving those for years?

5       A.     Once again, I don't know the details

6 behind these surveys and these docket numbers.

7       Q.     Did you not look at those docket

8 numbers before you prepared your testimony?

9       A.     I didn't look at them in detail.

10       Q.     How did you look at them then?

11       A.     I look at the fact that those

12 dockets specifically for the Apple Canyon one was

13 related to an annexation of the fire station and

14 for the Lake Wildwood one it was related to

15 incorporate an adjacent property.

16       Q.     Did you read the final order in the

17 previous Apple Canyon rate case?

18       A.     I did.

19       Q.     You did not?

20       A.     I did.

21       Q.     And in that did you note in that

22 final order in that case that this was an issue in
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1 that case because you did not have a certificate

2 of convenience and necessity and were being

3 ordered to file these cases?

4       A.     I don't recall.

5       Q.     Am I correct that on the tank

6 painting you're proposing that you said it has an

7 expected life of about ten years?

8       A.     That's my understanding.  But I

9 think any questions related to the tank painting

10 might be better directed to Mr. Bruce Haas.

11       Q.     Is that in Ms. Haas' testimony that

12 he filed in this case?

13       A.     I don't recall if he specifically

14 addresses the tank painting.

15       Q.     Could you look at his testimony and

16 tell me where he references that in his testimony?

17       A.     Mr. Bruce Haas does not address the

18 Apple Canyon tank painting in his surrebuttal

19 testimony.

20       Q.     Does he address it in any of his

21 testimony?

22       A.     No, he does not.
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1              MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, I'm having

2 a little difficulty in having a witness refer

3 something to another witness who didn't even offer

4 testimony in that area.  This witness was provided

5 to us to answer these questions, he puts it in his

6 testimony and he is now saying "You need to talk

7 to someone else about this."  I think the rules of

8 this Commission are that you pre-file your

9 testimony.  You can't pre-file testimony and then

10 suddenly say "I don't know about that.  Talk to

11 somebody else."

12                   I'll raise the objection when we

13 ask the questions to the other witness.  I just

14 want it on the record that I'm having difficulty

15 if we're not abiding by the rules of the

16 Commission that we can just put in pre-filed

17 testimony and then they can testify to whatever

18 they want to.

19              JUDGE HAYNES:  Did you want to

20 respond, Mr. Seidel?

21              MR. SEIDEL:  I'm not sure what he is

22 referring to.  Mr. Neyzelman says that -- I
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1 believe he says that the management determined

2 that it was necessary to proceed with the tank

3 painting now and he was not the management that

4 determined that.  He is just reporting what

5 management in the form of Mr. Haas determined.

6 I'm not sure.  Where is the testimony about --

7              MR. BALOUGH:  Utility Exhibit 3.0 on

8 page five.

9              MR. SEIDEL:  I'm not sure what his

10 objection is.  He is simply reporting here that

11 management had determined that the condition of

12 the tank was of -- of this particular tank

13 warranted the implementation of the project for

14 completion by May of 2013.  All he is doing is

15 reporting that management had -- that that was

16 management's conclusion.  If he wants to know more

17 about why management concluded that, Mr. Haas is

18 here to explain that.

19              MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, that's

20 where -- I don't have the problem with

21 Mr. Neyzelman putting in testimony based on his

22 hearsay because he is an expert witness, but then
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1 for him to say if you really want to talk about

2 it, you need to talk to another witness who, by

3 the way, we just put in surrebuttal and he doesn't

4 talk about it at all in his testimony.  That's

5 where I have my concern.

6              JUDGE HAYNES:  Well, what question

7 are you not getting answered?

8              MR. BALOUGH:  It was actually a very

9 simple question.  I asked him how -- whether --

10 how he got the every ten years and he immediately

11 refers it to someone else.  If he says he doesn't

12 know, that's fine, but I don't think we should be

13 in a situation where the company can put a witness

14 on the stand and when you start asking questions

15 saying, well, I refer that to somebody else whose

16 testimony that is filed doesn't have anything to

17 do with it.

18              JUDGE HAYNES:  When does Mr. Haas

19 come up?  Is he the next witness?

20              MR. BALOUGH:  He is the surrebuttal

21 witness and if that question gets asked during

22 surrebuttal I will object to it, but I just have a
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1 problem with this witness trying to avoid

2 answering questions by saying we'll talk to

3 another witness.  If he can just simply say he

4 doesn't know.

5              JUDGE HAYNES:  Do you know the

6 answer to that question?

7              MR. SEIDEL:  What was the question?

8              MR. BALOUGH:  I was asking him

9 simply if it's his testimony that the tank

10 paintings are supposed to last for ten years and

11 he said "Ask Mr. Haas that."  That's his

12 testimony.

13              THE WITNESS:  I believe my testimony

14 says although tank painting projects generally are

15 expected to be completed every ten years,

16 operations and management had determined that the

17 condition of this particular tank warranted the

18 implementation of the project for completion by

19 May 2013.

20              MR. BALOUGH:  That's fine.  I have

21 no problem with that answer, but I am concerned

22 when you start saying "You should ask someone
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1 else."

2              JUDGE HAYNES:  Your objection is

3 noted and we'll see what kind of answer you get

4 from Mr. Haas.

5 BY MR. BALOUGH:

6       Q.     As part of this, if I understand

7 part of this tank painting, you're going to not

8 only paint the tank, but you're going to paint

9 Utilities, Inc.'s logo on the tank, is that

10 correct?

11       A.     That is my understanding as well.

12       Q.     How does painting the words

13 Utilities, Inc. on the tank improve the useful

14 life of the painting?

15       A.     I wasn't specifically involved in

16 the management decision for this tank painting

17 project.

18       Q.     Would you agree with me then that

19 putting Utilities, Inc. on top of the tank -- let

20 me back up.

21                   This tank currently doesn't have

22 Utilities, Inc. painted on it, is that correct?
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1       A.     I don't have a lot of details as to

2 the operations and the management decisions

3 related to the operations of the tanks.

4       Q.     So you don't know whether Utilities,

5 Inc. is painted on the tank or not?

6       A.     My understanding is it is not.

7       Q.     Would you not agree that painting

8 Utilities, Inc. on the tank is a form of

9 advertising?

10       A.     It's really hard for me to answer

11 that type of question.  I'm not an advertising

12 expert.  I don't know what some people might

13 categorize as advertising and I wasn't involved in

14 the decision-making process that is usually

15 initiated by the operations group and the

16 executive management related to the painting of a

17 logo and whether it is a form of advertising or

18 not.

19       Q.     You would agree it doesn't add any

20 useful life to the painting?

21       A.     I cannot answer that question.

22       Q.     You don't know anything about --
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1 Strike that.  Let's talk a moment about the

2 appeals cost that you're asking to be included in

3 this case.  On exhibit -- your Exhibit 2, your

4 rebuttal testimony on page 12, I just want to

5 clarify.  You say that "Taxpayers and customers

6 find the cost of the Commissions's -- fund the

7 cost of the Commission's and interveners's

8 participation in appellate court process even when

9 they are unsuccessful," is that what you testified

10 to?

11       A.     I believe that's what is in my

12 testimony, yes.

13       Q.     You're not saying that the

14 interveners in any of these cases get any taxpayer

15 funds, are you?

16              MR. SEIDEL:  By interveners, you're

17 referring to the associations and not the Attorney

18 General?

19              MR. BALOUGH:  I'm using his words

20 right here.

21 BY THE WITNESS:

22       A.     Can you repeat the question, please?
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1 BY MR. BALOUGH:

2       Q.     You're not saying that interveners

3 receive any taxpayer funds, are you?

4       A.     No, I'm not.

5       Q.     The interveners actually can be

6 customers, is that correct?

7       A.     I suppose they can.

8       Q.     And, in fact, in the appeals, the

9 interveners were Apple Canyon Lake Property

10 Owner's Association and Lake Wildwood Association,

11 is that right?

12       A.     That is correct.

13       Q.     And those are representatives of

14 customers?

15       A.     Yes.

16       Q.     And the customers opposed the

17 companies cross appeal, is that right?

18       A.     Could you repeat the question?

19       Q.     The customers opposed the companies

20 cross appeal?

21       A.     I believe so.

22       Q.     But the customers pay their own cost
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1 for the cross appeal, right?

2       A.     Subject to check.

3       Q.     How else would they -- does the

4 company pay the associations for opposing the

5 companies cross appeal?

6       A.     I don't know how the customers pay

7 for the appeal or -- I know that the company

8 didn't pay for it.  So I'm assuming that the

9 customers paid for it.

10       Q.     And it's your testimony that you

11 want the customers to pay not only for their

12 appeal, their appeal costs, but also the companies

13 appeal costs?

14       A.     I believe that the rates that the

15 company charges includes the cost of the company.

16       Q.     They currently include the cost of

17 the company for the appeal or is that what you

18 want?

19       A.     Currently, they do not include the

20 cost of the appeal.

21       Q.     But you're proposing that the

22 customers pay for those costs of the companies
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1 appeal after they've already paid for their own

2 costs?

3       A.     Normally, the customer's rates are

4 developed based on the companies costs to operate

5 a business and an appeal is a part of operating a

6 business.  So if the company pays a certain dollar

7 amount to operate whether it's paying its

8 operators the salaries or paying legal fees to

9 protect itself, then those expenses are born by

10 the customers.

11              MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, I move

12 to strike that answer.  It was a very simple

13 question and he has not answered it at all.

14              JUDGE HAYNES:  Denied.

15 BY MR. BALOUGH,

16       Q.     In your surrebuttal testimony,

17 Exhibit 3.0 at page nine, you say that the

18 incremental cost of the appeal attributed to the

19 cross appeal represented no more than 25 percent

20 of the total cost of the appeal, is that your

21 testimony?

22       A.     Yes, that's what my testimony says.
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1       Q.     How did you determine the 25

2 percent?

3       A.     If the company would not include a

4 cross appeal, it would still have costs related to

5 the appeal and by including the cross appeal those

6 incremental costs are smaller than what it would

7 be if it filed its own appeal separately.

8       Q.     Maybe I'm not communicating.  Let me

9 try this again.

10       A.     I wasn't finished.

11       Q.     I was hoping you'd get to the

12 answer.  Go ahead.  Thank you.

13       A.     The 25 percent is an estimate which

14 is a mix between the 50 percent that was

15 recommended by the AG based on two items being

16 brought up by the interveners and two items being

17 brought up by the company.  The point of my

18 testimony in including the 25 percent is it would

19 only be 25 percent as a mix between the 50 percent

20 and 100 percent.  So it would be 75 percent of the

21 cost.  It's not an exact calculation.

22       Q.     Did you review the bills to
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1 determine what the percentage should be?

2       A.     I did not.

3       Q.     You didn't look at any of the Howard

4 & Howard bills to come up with your

5 recommendation, is that your testimony?

6       A.     I have reviewed the Howard & Howard

7 bills, but based on the bills I would not be able

8 to determine the 25 percent.

9       Q.     Were the Howard & Howard bills not

10 detailed enough for you to see what was the cross

11 appeal and what was for the appeal brought by the

12 interveners, is that your testimony?

13       A.     I don't know that the detail of the

14 Howard & Howard bills -- I don't know if you'd be

15 able to determine that 25 percent based on the

16 detail of the bills.

17       Q.     Did you look at the briefs that were

18 filed in the case?

19       A.     I didn't look at the briefs in

20 detail.

21       Q.     Did you look at the briefs at all?

22       A.     I did.
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1       Q.     Were you able to see how much, for

2 example, of the companies initial brief was

3 devoted to the cross appeal and how much was

4 devoted to the interveners?

5       A.     I did not.

6       Q.     You didn't look at that?

7       A.     I wasn't able to determine how much

8 was related to one or the other.

9       Q.     Did you look at the reply brief?

10       A.     Yes, I did.

11       Q.     And would you agree that the reply

12 brief would be 100 percent on cross appeal?

13       A.     I don't recall.

14       Q.     Let me hand you a copy of these two

15 briefs and see if we can refresh your

16 recollection.

17                   I've handed you for purposes of

18 refreshing your recollection -- and I will give

19 you a few minutes to look at it.  The red copy is

20 the reply and the blue copy is the companies

21 initial appeal, their response and opening brief.

22                   If you can look at those and let
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1 me know if you can determine, for example, how

2 much of, first of all, the opening brief is

3 devoted to each?

4              MR. SEIDEL:  If he wants to let

5 him -- it took me about four or five weeks to

6 write these briefs and I'm sure the appellate

7 court and he spent more time reading it then the

8 five minutes he is expecting Mr. Neyzelman to read

9 the briefs.

10                   So if he wants to let

11 Mr. Neyzelman take them home tonight and read them

12 to see if they refresh his recollection as to his

13 testimony which says in the judgment of counsel

14 the incremental cost attributable to the cross

15 appeal represented no more than 25 percent of the

16 cost, I wouldn't have an objection, but to expect

17 him to read these lengthy briefs to see if that

18 refreshes his recollection as to whether when he

19 said the judgment of -- in the judgment of counsel

20 the incremental cost was 25 percent, I don't think

21 that's -- first of all, I don't think that's going

22 to refresh his recollection because it doesn't
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1 have anything to do with what his counsel told

2 him, his reading of the briefs.

3              MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, I don't

4 think it's quite as a mind-boggling task as

5 counsel believes since when you open the brief it

6 says "Response to appeal of Attorney General and

7 associations" and then another part says

8 "Utilities cross appeal" and in the reply brief

9 it's very clear that the entire thing is on the

10 cross appeal.  Now, if we need to let him go home

11 and review it, I have no objection, but I don't

12 think -- I think this is a bogus objection.

13              JUDGE HAYNES:  What you're trying to

14 establish is how many pages are devoted to each

15 issue?

16              MR. BALOUGH:  Yes.

17              JUDGE HAYNES:  That's a different

18 question then how much work went into appeal

19 versus cross appeal.

20              MR. BALOUGH:  I will get to the

21 second part when I get to the bills.  I just want

22 him to tell me -- he said he reviewed the briefs
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1 and I was just trying to find out which brief of

2 the briefs was devoted to which topic.

3              JUDGE HAYNES:  If it is in the table

4 of contents and he can make it -- if that is all

5 you're looking for is a page count, the witness

6 can do that without reviewing the whole brief.

7              MR. SEIDEL:  I guess my objection is

8 it's beyond the scope of his testimony.  His

9 testimony is he is repeating the judgment of his

10 counsel with the incremental costs and if he wants

11 to ask the witness did you review or do anything

12 else besides rely on the judgment of your counsel

13 I think that's a fair question, but I don't think

14 he is saying that he reviewed the briefs or

15 reviewed the time or did anything else other than

16 rely on the judgment of his counsel.

17              JUDGE HAYNES:  And I agree and the

18 question so far is just the page numbers.  Then

19 I'll give that as much weight as it is due.

20              MR. SEIDEL:  What is the question?

21              JUDGE HAYNES:  How many pages were

22 devoted to each appeal versus cross appeal?
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1              MR. SEIDEL:  I think he has to read

2 the briefs to understand that.

3              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  If it's not

4 just in the first page like Mr. Balough said, then

5 I agree.

6              MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, I don't

7 want to -- we can make copies of these and have

8 them introduced, but I will represent as anyone

9 who does appellate court practice you better have

10 your points and authorities and you have to list

11 what you're doing on which pages and it begins

12 response to appeal of Attorney General and

13 associations and then utilities cross appeal.

14              JUDGE HAYNES:  So the page numbers?

15 BY THE WITNESS:

16       A.     It looks like the response to the

17 appeal of the Attorney General and associations

18 start as page nine and ends on page 19 and the

19 utilities cross appeal starts at page 20 and ends

20 on page 27.

21 BY MR. BALOUGH:

22       Q.     And then if you can turn to the
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1 reply, the reply is quite long.  So the cross

2 appeal and the reply brief starts on page two and

3 ends on page ten.  And the reply brief is only 11

4 pages long, is that correct?

5       A.     That's correct.

6       Q.     In your surrebuttal -- attached to

7 your surrebuttal testimony you included the bills

8 from Howard & Howard on the appeal, is that

9 correct?

10       A.     I'm sorry.  Can you repeat the

11 question?

12       Q.     In your surrebuttal testimony, you

13 included the bills from Howard & Howard for the

14 appeal, is that right?

15              MR. SEIDEL:  Apparently, he does not

16 realize what was -- you know, without seeing the

17 exhibit, he is not aware of what is included in

18 Exhibit 3.3, but having filed the exhibit I'm

19 pretty sure we included the cost of the appeals as

20 part of the exhibits.

21              MR. BALOUGH:  I just thought since

22 he was a witness he'd know what he had in his
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1 testimony, but let's go to Exhibit 3.3 then to

2 your surrebuttal testimony.

3              JUDGE HAYNES:  I see confidential

4 across the top of that.  Are we getting into

5 confidential material here?

6              MR. BALOUGH:  Your Honor, it's my

7 understanding that -- first half of your answer

8 is, yes, we're getting into confidential.  The

9 other half is what I understand is confidential is

10 the billing rates.  I'm not going to get into the

11 billing rates, but rather the descriptions.

12              JUDGE HAYNES:  Mr. Seidel, is that

13 fine?

14              MR. SEIDEL:  I know the billing

15 rates are one of the reasons we marked it as

16 confidential.  There may be some confidential

17 information in the descriptions, but we'd have to

18 take it on an item by item basis I guess.

19              JUDGE HAYNES:  So before you ask

20 your question, why don't you point to what page

21 you're talking about so we know if the description

22 is also confidential.
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1 BY MR. BALOUGH:

2       Q.     Mr. Neyzelman, did you review this

3 Exhibit 3.3?

4       A.     Yes, I did.

5       Q.     And you reviewed it in part to come

6 to your conclusion that 25 percent of the total

7 cost of the appeal was the only cost for the cross

8 appeal?

9       A.     As I mentioned and it's in my

10 surrebuttal testimony that the 25 percent was in

11 the judgment of the counsel that it was the

12 incremental cost.

13       Q.     So you did not make an independent

14 judgment, you relied solely on counsel?

15       A.     Yes.

16       Q.     Okay.  I'm not quite sure Exhibit

17 3.3 Part 6 --

18              MR. BALOUGH:  Do you have it broken

19 down that way, counsel?

20              MR. SEIDEL:  We might be able to

21 find it.  If you refer to a specific invoice, if

22 you give the date.
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1              MR. BALOUGH:  May I approach?

2              JUDGE HAYNES:  Mm-hmm.

3              MR. SEIDEL:  The invoice date of

4 January 12th?

5              MR. BALOUGH:  January 12th, right.

6 Do you need a bill number?

7              MR. SEIDEL:  122.2920.

8              MR. BALOUGH:  For purposes of the

9 record, I'm not sure how we're going to get this

10 identified, but I'll give it a try.

11 BY MR. BALOUGH:

12       Q.     This is in Exhibit 3.3 Part 6

13 confidential.  It is an invoice dated January

14 12th, 2011, and it's in the Apple Canyon rate case

15 and looking at, for example, the first entry

16 there, Mr. Neyzelman, did you do any research to

17 determine whether a verified briefing sequence and

18 date of opening brief is due to determine whether

19 that was part of cross appeal or the original

20 appeal?

21       A.     I did not.

22       Q.     If you could turn then to November
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1 10th, 2011.

2              MR. BALOUGH:  That should be

3 approximately 20 pages further in, Mr. Seidel.

4              MR. SEIDEL:  What was the date

5 again?

6              MR. BALOUGH:  November 10th, 2011.

7 It's about 25 pages in.

8              MR. SEIDEL:  Got it.

9 BY MR. BALOUGH:

10       Q.     Looking at, for example, 10/12/2011

11 it says "Work on reply brief."  Did you use any of

12 these references in determining your 25 percent?

13       A.     I did not.

14       Q.     So all the comments here about

15 working on reply briefs you did not use that to

16 check your calculation of 25 percent?

17       A.     No.

18       Q.     And you solely relied on counsel who

19 is not testifying in this case, is that correct?

20       A.     That is correct.

21              MR. BALOUGH:  I have no other

22 questions.
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1              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Is there

2 redirect?

3              MR. SEIDEL:  There might be some.

4 Can we have a minute?

5              JUDGE HAYNES:  Sure.  How about

6 3:15?

7              MR. SEIDEL:  That's fine.

8                   (Whereupon, a break was taken

9                    after which the following

10                    proceedings were had.)

11              JUDGE HAYNES:  Do you have any

12 redirect for your witness?

13              MR. SEIDEL:  Yes, I do.  I didn't

14 have -- when you were asking me to speak up

15 before, my microphone was not on.  Do you know if

16 they can hear me now?

17              MR. LANNON:  I think you need to be

18 about six inches from the microphone is what I'm

19 told.  Or four to five.

20     R E D I R E C T     E X A M I N A T I O N

21                 BY MR. SEIDEL

22       Q.     Mr. Neyzelman, Mr. Lannon for the
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1 staff asked you some questions regarding your

2 testimony regarding the rate design that was

3 adopted in the consolidated dockets of Utilities,

4 Inc. affiliates recently.  What was your

5 involvement in those consolidated dockets with

6 respect to the rate design?

7       A.     I'm the one that prepared the

8 schedules on behalf of the companies and in the

9 rebuttal phase of the testimony.  We agreed with

10 staff's rate design, which their schedules said

11 Cost of Service Study and those rate design

12 schedules used the AWWA meter factors.

13              JUDGE HAYNES:  Mr. Seidel, what is

14 the docket number?

15              MR. SEIDEL:  11-0561 through

16 11-0565, I believe -- 66.

17              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Thank you.

18 BY MR. SEIDEL:

19       Q.     I believe Mr. Lannon showed you a --

20 asked you to read a portion of the order in those

21 consolidated dockets regarding a Cost of Service

22 Study review.  Can you tell us what the status of
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1 that Cost of Service Study review is?

2              MR. LANNON:  Your Honor, I'm going

3 to object.  I let the first one go which I thought

4 went beyond my cross.  All I was asking about was

5 whether the Commission expressed a preference for

6 a Cost of Service Study.  I didn't go into

7 underlying details.  I didn't go into allocations.

8 The first question went beyond that and I think

9 this question does, too.

10              JUDGE HAYNES:  Overruled.

11              MR. LANNON:  Thank you.

12 BY MR. SEIDEL:

13       Q.     Do you need me to repeat the

14 question or do you remember what it was?

15       A.     The status?

16       Q.     Let me re-ask it.  My question is

17 Mr. Lannon showed you a portion of the order in

18 the consolidated dockets regarding a Cost of

19 Service Study review and analysis and I'm asking

20 you what is the status of that Cost of Service

21 Study review and analysis and why hasn't it been

22 completed if it hasn't been?
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1       A.     At the conclusion of the

2 consolidated dockets that you're referencing,

3 there were a number of workshops as we call them

4 for the Cost of Service Study which incorporated a

5 component of consolidation and throughout those

6 workshops we had made some progress and that

7 collaborative effort to work together and create a

8 Cost of Service Study was not fully completed.

9 There were components that still needed to be

10 reviewed and discussed among the parties.

11       Q.     Are you familiar with the -- let me

12 strike that and start over again.

13                   Is the company also

14 investigating Cost of Service Study issues in

15 connection with its obligation under the recent

16 docket whereby the reorganization of the companies

17 was approved to -- let me strike that.

18                   I got lost in my own question.

19 Is the company further investigating Cost of

20 Service Study issues in connection with its

21 efforts required under the recent reorganization

22 docket to file a plan of consolidation?
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1              MR. LANNON:  Objection.  Beyond the

2 scope of cross.

3              JUDGE HAYNES:  Sustained.

4              MR. SEIDEL:  I think that's all the

5 questions we had.

6              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Thank you.

7 There is no recross, is there?

8              MR. LANNON:  (Negative nod).

9              JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you,

10 Mr. Neyzelman.

11              MR. SEIDEL:  Our next witness is

12 Mr. Haas.

13              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Good

14 afternoon, Mr. Haas.

15              MR. SEIDEL:  This witness needs to

16 be sworn.

17              JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you.  Please

18 raise your right hand.

19

20 WHEREUPON:

21                     BRUCE HAAS

22 called as a witness herein, having been first duly
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1 sworn, deposeth and saith as follows:

2              JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you.  Can you

3 spell your last name for the court reporter?

4              THE WITNESS:  Bruce Haas, H-A-A-S,

5 as in Sam.

6              JUDGE HAYNES:  Thank you.  If I can

7 have a minute, I'm trying to find my exhibits that

8 got out of order a little bit.  I found them.

9       D I R E C T     E X A M I N A T I O N

10                  BY MR. SEIDEL

11       Q.     Mr. Haas, I am tendering to you what

12 has been marked for identification purposes as

13 Utilities Exhibit 4.0 and 4.1.

14                   (Document marked as Utilities

15                    Exhibit No. 4.0 for

16                    identification.)

17 BY MR. SEIDEL:

18       Q.     Utilities Exhibit 4.0 bears the

19 title Surrebuttal Testimony of Bruce T. Haas on

20 behalf of Lake Wildwood Utilities Corporation and

21 consists of a cover page and five pages of

22 narrative questions and answers.
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1                   Was this document prepared by

2 you or pursuant to your direction and under your

3 supervision?

4       A.     Yes, it was.

5       Q.     If I were to ask you the questions

6 appearing in this exhibit, would your answers be

7 the same?

8       A.     Yes, they would.

9       Q.     Are there any changes or corrections

10 you need to make at this time?

11       A.     No.

12       Q.     Now, turning your attention to what

13 has been marked for identification purposes as

14 Utilities Exhibit 4.1.  Were these documents which

15 are referred to in your surrebuttal testimony

16 prepared by you or pursuant to your direction and

17 under your supervision?

18       A.     Not under my direct supervision, but

19 I'm aware of the actual CCR reports that were done

20 by the company, yes.

21       Q.     Does -- is the information contained

22 in Exhibit -- Utilities Exhibit 4.1 true and
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1 accurate to the best of your knowledge,

2 information and belief?

3       A.     Yes, it is.

4              MR. SEIDEL:  Your Honor, on behalf

5 of the companies, we move for the admission of

6 Utilities Exhibit's 4.0 and 4.1.

7              JUDGE HAYNES:  What day were these

8 filed on E-docket?

9              MR. SEIDEL:  April 9th, I believe.

10              JUDGE HAYNES:  Is there any

11 objection?  Hearing none, those exhibits are

12 admitted into the record.  Is there cross for this

13 witness?

14              MR. O'BRIEN:  It's my understanding

15 that staff counsel has no cross for this witness?

16              MS. SWAN:  Correct.

17              MR. O'BRIEN:  And the People have

18 one, maybe two questions for Mr. Haas.

19              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

20        C R O S S     E X A M I N A T I O N

21                 BY MR. O'BRIEN

22       Q.     Mr. Haas, my name is Tim O'Brien and
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1 I work for the Attorney General.

2       A.     Yes, sir.

3       Q.     Am I pronouncing that correctly?

4 Haas?

5       A.     Yes, sir.

6       Q.     Were you in the room when I asked

7 Mr. Neyzelman about the completion date for the

8 well number one project?

9       A.     Yes.

10       Q.     And do you recall Mr. Neyzelman

11 saying that you may be a person who knows the

12 date?

13       A.     Yes, the exact date I do not, but it

14 was in the last part of March, the last two weeks

15 in March when the actual well was completed or the

16 well replacement.

17              JUDGE HAYNES:  March 2013?

18              THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry?

19              MR. SEIDEL:  What year?

20              THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  2013.

21              MR. O'BRIEN:  Great.  That's all the

22 People have.
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1              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Mr. Balough?

2              MR. BALOUGH:  No questions.

3              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Thank you,

4 Mr. Haas.

5              THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

6              JUDGE HAYNES:  I just assumed you

7 didn't have redirect, Mr. Seidel.

8              MR. SEIDEL:  That's correct.  I

9 might cross him on the pronunciation of his name

10 because I have good friends in the City of Geneva

11 who spell their name, but it's Haas.

12              JUDGE HAYNES:  You're Haas, right?

13              THE WITNESS:  We grew up saying

14 Haas, but Haas is probably the proper

15 pronunciation, but I answer to just about

16 anything.

17              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  Thank you.  Is

18 there another witness today?

19              MR. SEIDEL:  I don't believe so.

20              MR. O'BRIEN:  Your Honor, originally

21 Ms. Ramas was scheduled to be crossed today, but

22 the company waived her cross and the People are
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1 happy to move her testimony into evidence now or

2 we can wait until the morning.

3              JUDGE HAYNES:  Do you have an

4 affidavit for her on file?

5              MR. O'BRIEN:  We don't have it on

6 file.  We will have it filed on E-docket by

7 tomorrow.

8              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  You can do it

9 now or tomorrow.  It doesn't matter.

10              MR. O'BRIEN:  Since I'll know what

11 exhibit number exactly the affidavit will be

12 tomorrow I'll wait until then.

13              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  If there is

14 nothing else today, we're continued until tomorrow

15 morning at 10:00 a.m. and we're starting with

16 cross of staff witnesses because we'll have the

17 video first thing.  Okay.

18              MR. BALOUGH:  Everyone has waived

19 cross on our witnesses as well.

20              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

21              MR. BALOUGH:  We do not have the

22 affidavits on file.  We'll file those as a late
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1 filed exhibit.

2              JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  And we'll do

3 that tomorrow as well.

4              MR. BALOUGH:  We can do that

5 tomorrow.  Just for pure disclosure, the

6 affidavits will not be filed by tomorrow.

7              JUDGE HAYNES:  No.  That sounds

8 fine.  Okay.  Tomorrow morning at 10:00 a.m.

9              MR. BALOUGH:  Thank you.

10              MR. O'BRIEN:  Thank you.

11              MS. SWAN:  Thank you.

12
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